
WHAT ARE BONDS AND WHY SHOULD I INVEST IN THEM? 
 
Bonds are basically IOUs issued by the government, in which case they are called “gilts”, or by 
companies, in which case they are normally called “corporate bonds”. 
 
If you buy a bond you are lending money to the issuer in return for a fixed rate of interest and 
the full return of your investment on a set repayment date (known as the redemption date). 
Bonds can be issued over any time period. Bonds of 5 years or less are known as short-dated, 5 
to 15 years as medium-dated and more than 15 years as long-dated.  
 
You will receive a certificate or loan note detailing the payments you will receive. Originally, 
certificates issued by the government were edged in gilt, hence the term “gilt-edged” or “gilt” 
for government securities. This certificate will state that you will receive your original investment 
back on a certain date in the future. It will also quote the interest payments, also called the 
“coupon” and the dates you will receive them.  
 
Having said that bonds are like IOUs there is one major difference. Bonds can be bought and 
sold on the stock exchange. Just like shares, the price at which you can buy or sell a bond 
depends on how much demand there is for it. There are 2 main influences on the price of bonds 
– interest rates and the risk of default (the issuer being unable to repay the promised amount).  
 
If you have bought a bond that pays 5% interest but general interest rates rise to 7% your bond 
ceases to be attractive and you would want to sell it. But people wouldn’t want to buy it because 
they could get better rates elsewhere. The price would fall to a certain level where people 
believed that the rate of return on the bond would be greater than the level of general interest 
rates in the future. They believe that interest rates are going to fall below 5% so the fixed rate of 
interest on your bond looks attractive again. The price of your bond will start to rise.  
 
The risk of default largely determines the coupon that a bond will pay. Governments are 
deemed unlikely to default so their coupon is lower than corporate bonds where the company 
may experience financial difficulties. Some companies are riskier than others and have to offer 
higher coupons than others in order to attract money. Credit agencies research the financial 
strength of companies and grade them on their ability to meet their liabilities. Higher rated 
companies are called “investment grade” and lower ones are called “high yield”. So, you will 
get a higher rate of interest from a high yield corporate bond but the risk of not getting your 
money back is greater. 
 
So, how do you calculate the return (or “yield”) on a bond? The 3 factors are the coupon (rate 
of interest) which never changes, the current price and the time left to redemption 
 
The current or “running yield” assumes that you buy the bond today but that you will not hold it 
to redemption. It takes no account of any capital gain or loss you may make. Let’s assume you 
buy a bond with a redemption value of £100 (i.e. you would get back £100 if you held it to 
redemption) for £99 and it has a coupon of 5%. The running yield is calculated by dividing the 
coupon by the current price – in this case 5 divided by 99 = 0.0505 or 5.05%.  
If, however, you bought the bond for £101 the calculation would be 5 divided by 101 = 
0.0495 or 4.95%. 
 



The “redemption yield” takes account of the capital gain/loss you would make if you held the 
bond to maturity. To use the previous example if you bought at £99 you would get your 5% 
interest and £100 at redemption. You would, therefore, make a capital gain of £1. The 
redemption yield would be 5 plus 1 divided by 99 = 0.0606 or 6.06%. 
If you bought at £101 the redemption yield would be 5 minus 1 divided by 101 = 0.0396 or 
3.96%. 
 
 


